
 

Website Optimizer is an online tool which will analyze your website and optimize its performance. It can reduce the size of the website, hide the code and add cache headers so it can be fast to load. It also contains a PHP optimization part to improve PHP Code. Japplis Website Optimizer also adds the height, width and alt attribute to the images if missing. The.htaccess file will generate, and the.htaccess file will add caching headers. Uses:
Website Optimizer is a website analyzer and optimization tool that includes a PHP optimization part to improve PHP code and an.htaccess file generator to generate cache headers. It is also able to shrink HTML, CSS and Javascript files. Uses: Website Optimizer is a website analyzer and optimization tool that includes a PHP optimization part to improve PHP code and an.htaccess file generator to generate cache headers. It is also able to
shrink HTML, CSS and Javascript files. Is it easy to use: Website Optimizer is very easy to use and just requires one click to start the analysis. It comes with a simple interface. Features: Website Optimizer has a lot of features and it is not limited to PHP optimization. It also contains a.htaccess file generator to help you with the caching. It is also very easy to use. It is easy to install and you will be able to optimize your website very easily.
2009 Recommended PHP Business Class Would you like to learn PHP and many other web languages? Whether you are a PHP beginner or a seasoned professional, this is the class for you. This class offers you a step-by-step training where you learn the language from the basic steps to the advanced techniques. Objectives Learn PHP, HTML, JavaScript and SQL Understand and use PHP Variables Coding and Debugging Techniques
Mastering OOP in PHP Introduction Learn PHP Object Oriented Programming Object-Oriented Frameworks XHTML, CSS, JavaScript and SQL Introduction The PHP language is a scripting language. It is a server-side scripting language. PHP Variables Variables are user-defined values. Coding and Debugging The basic rules of coding and debugging. Introduction The basic rules of coding and debugging. Debugging Debugging is
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The new KEYMACRO feature makes it easy to assign hot keys to macro entries. Using the keyboard you can easily create convenient, repeatable keyboard commands. Each macro entry can have any name. Each name is created using a simple set of hot keys - just assign the macro you want to create using the hotkeys you want. And if you have a large set of hotkeys, you can still quickly create the macro you need. Main Features: * The tape
contains up to 64 entries. Each entry can contain a fixed number of characters or a sequence of hotkeys. * The tape can be read, copied to the clipboard and printed. * Many of the basic features of the standard calculator. * Includes a built in function library for all your math needs. * 12 built in hotkeys for creating and executing macros. * Supports hotkey shortcut keys on IBM/MS Windows PCs and Macintoshes. * Allows the use of your
keyboard's numeric keypad for easy calculation of large numbers. * Allows you to use custom fonts. * Allows you to change the size of the font and graphic used on the tape. * Allows you to select any of the built in fonts. * Supports Unicode characters. * Includes a help file with detailed documentation for getting started and using the program. * Also includes a built in help file with detailed documentation for using KEYMACRO. *
Supports Win95, Win98, WinME, WinNT4, WinNT2000, WinNT4.1, WinXP. * Supports Win3.1, Win3.11, Win95, Win98, WinME, WinNT4, WinNT4.1, WinNT4.2, WinNT4.3, WinNT4.51, WinNT5.1, WinXP, Win2K, WinME, Win2K3. * Works with all Unicode and character encodings including Windows ANSI, UTF-16, UTF-32, Windows-1252, MacRoman and ISO-8859-1. Using KEYMACRO, or keymacs.exe, you can execute
any command on the tape of keys you create. KEYMACRO creates a blank tape when first launched, and then it reads the first keystroke from the command line. The use of the tape is very easy: * Click once on the screen to bring up the tape. * Type the command to be executed
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